Updates as of 3/20/2021 at 3:20pm

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets
Las Vegas Strip Shutting Down, Fox 5 Las Vegas
Tyler Harrison, Kyla Galer, Kazia Doros, Gabriel Stutzky, John Huck, Vania Beltran, Christine Maddela

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets
A State Shutdown, KSNV
Senora Harris, Amanda Marie Polito, Latoya Silmon, Max Darrow, Jeff Gillan, Ken Takahashi, Chloe Beardsley, Shiree Woody

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets
Entre Cenizas: Lo que Dejaron las Llamas, Telemundo 20

NOT PAID
Lizzet Lopez, DIANA DIAZ, Pedro Calderon Michel, Gilberto Dorrego, Ana Cristina Sanchez, Maria Duran, Marserenith Gonzalez, Tania Luviano

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets
NEWS 8 at 11: The Calm Before the (Political) Storm, CBS News 8
Bryan Kugler, Barbara-Lee Edwards, Karlene Chavis, Kyle Kraska, Stacy Garcia

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets
NBC 7 News At 11: Pandemic Restriction Ruling, KNSD
David Yim, Catherine Garcia, Rayan Graham, William Feather, Mark Mehlinger

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets
Noticiero Telemundo Las Vegas a las 6pm, KBLR
Luis Alejandro Rivera Paredes, Andy Quinones, Jorge Ramirez, Johali Carmona, Marialcy Carreno

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets
NEWS 8 at 6:30, CBS News 8
Bryan Kugler, Barbara-Lee Edwards, Marcella Lee, Karlene Chavis, Kyle Kraska

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets
Let's Get Ready To Rumble!, KSNV
Kristine Mastrodonato, Wade Parsons, Shiree Woody, Marie Mortera, Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Jim Snyder, Gabby Hart, Jeff Gillan, Max Darrow, Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero, Ken Takahashi, Scott Kost, Stephanie Wheatley, Dree De Clamecy, Kenny Ramis, Kevin Janison

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets
Record de muertes por Covid, KBLR
Luis Alejandro Rivera Paredes, Cinthia Maldonado, Alejandro Condis, Evelyn Pardo-Vinat, Johali Carmona, Marialcy Carreno,

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets
Las Vegas Loses a Legend, KTNV
Alex Wiles, Emily Antuna, RUDY GARCIA, Nancy Gonzales, Daniel Koop, Trena Williams, Tricia Kean
Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets
Debate Dust Settles, KSNV
Evan Baron, Shiree Woody, Marie Mortera, Latoya Silmon, Kevin Janison, Jeff Gillan, Amber Dixon, Gabby Hart, Tiffany Lane, Gerard Ramalho, Scott Kost, Ken Takahashi, Jairo Aguilar, James Johnson III

Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets
They Came, They Saw, They Argued, KSNV
Stephanie Wheatley, Marie Mortera, Jeff Gillan, Gerard Ramalho, Norberto Arroyo, Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Justin Michel, Kevin Janison, Tiffany Lane, Jairo Aguilar, Edward Greene, Maria Thompson, Shiree Woody, Latoya Silmon, Lauren Clark, Scott Kost, Jim Snyder, Kenny Ramis, Wade Parsons, James Johnson III

Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets
Weekend News following Unity Telethon with Kenny Loggins and Jeff Bridges, KEYT NewsChannel 3-12
Tracy Lehr

Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets
NBC Palm Springs 5PM Newscast, NBC Palm Springs
NOT PAID
Eliot Weintraub, Trino Martinez, Olivia Sandusky, Cecilia Partridge, Edward Luna, Gino Lamont, Daytona Everett, Kendall Balchan

Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets
KSBY News at 5, KSBY
Ashton McIntyre

Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets
Eyewitness News at 10PM, KBAK/KBFX-TV
Paul Villanueva

Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets
5 p.m. News - Paso Robles shooting suspect killed after manhunt, KSBY
Ashton McIntyre, Labri Ferreira

Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets
The President's Visit: 17 News at Five, KGET - TV 17
Raphael Stroud

Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets
NBC Palm Springs 9PM Primetime Newscast, NBC Palm Springs
Trino Martinez

Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets
Coronavirus: Questions Answered, KESQ
PETER DAUT
Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets
KSBY News at 11, KSBY
Kaitlyn Little, Labri Ferreira

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets
Noticiero Telemundo Las Vegas a las 12, KBLR
Martha Saldana, Jorge Ramirez, Johali Carmona, Marialcy Carreno

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets
Five Bicyclists Killed in Crash, KVVU Fox5 Las Vegas
Cecilia Heston, Meredith Hall

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets
Re-Viva Las Vegas, KTNV
Alejandra Salgado, Kalyna Astrinos, Kelsey McFarland, Angelina Baray, Indigo Silva, Jason Harvey, Jorge Mondaca, Teresa Barrientos

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets
Deal Us Back In. . . Vegas is Back!, KVVU
Monica Schmidt, Judith Greene, Cassandra Mlynarek, Dyan Kendrick, Alyssa Deitsch, Feven Kay, Elaine Emerson

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets
Protests Around the U.S. Turn Violent, KSNV
HAANAH TONTI, GREGORY FISCHER, Reed Abplanalp-Cowan, Norberto Arroyo, Chloe Beardsley, Dree De Clamecy, Wade Parsons

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets
DACA Ruling - NBC 7 Midday, NBC 7 San Diego
Keith Bryant

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets
Las Vegas Shuts Down, KLAS
PENDING CHECK
Justin Hopkins, BIANCA HOLMAN, Chad Graves, BRIAN KRAUSE

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets
CBS 8: Silverado Fire and SoCal Fire Danger, CBS News 8
Andrew Madarang, Carla Romero, David Jones, David Leyva, Candace Guereque, Darin Bennett, Stella Inger, Eric Kahnert, Evan Noorani, Neda Iranpour, Julio Vazquez, Michael Lamar

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets
Aniversario Masacre Las Vegas, KBLR
Martha Saldana, Luis Alejandro Rivera Paredes, Samantha Nicole Diaz Roberts, Eric Jimenez, Yngrid Rojas, Johali Carmona, Marialcy Carreno
Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets
All Eyes On Vegas!, KSNV
Kim Wagner, Dana Wagner, Heather Mills, Danielle Curran, Jevaunda A. Bond, Clarrissa Webb, Robert Noble,

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets
Hope for Las Vegas, KLAS
PENDING CHECK
Justin Hopkins

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Larger Markets
Creek Fire Ignites on Christmas Eve, KGTВ 10 News
Enedina Cisneros, Marie Coronel, Ashton Smith, John D Suarez, Mario Sevilla, Megan Parry, Tracy Qualls, Jon Hall

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Smaller Markets
Eyewitness News Mornings, KBAK/KBFХ-TV
Dionne Young, Enrie Amezcua

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Smaller Markets
Small Team, Big Heart: News Channel 3 In the Morning, KESQ
PENDING CHECK
NOT PAI Д
Angela Chen, Jeff Stahl, Patrick Iachetta, Clarissa Ayala, Thalia Bricker, Francis Ingrassia

Newscast - Morning/Daytime - Smaller Markets
Stagecoach Fire: 17 News at Sunrise, KGET - TV 17
Alexander Fisher

Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets
Remembering Kobe Bryant, KVVU-TV
Meredith Hall, Matt Kling, Vincent Sapienza, Robbie Hunt, Kevin Bolinger, VANIA BELTRAN, Tiana Bohner, Christopher Redfearn, Paloma Villicana, Joseph Prieto, Judy Greene

Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets
George Floyd protests on the strip, KLAS
PENDING CHECK
Orko Manna, Yazmin Beltran, Sasha Loftis, Jason Alexander

Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets
Nevada Decide, KBLR
Johali Carmona, Leticia Castro, Alejandro Condis, Cinthia Maldonado, Manuel Rivera, Evelyn Pardo-Vinat, Pedro Negron, Marialcy Carreno

Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets
Downtown San Diego Protests, CBS News 8
Nicolette Harris, Alicia Summers, Brandon Lewis, Abbie Alford, Neda Iranpour, Kenny McGregor, Paco Ramos-Moreno, Marcella Lee, Carlo Cecchetto

**Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets**
Lakers Legend Lost, CBS News 8
Tyler Becker, John Howard, Brandon Lewis, Tim Blodgett, Stella Inger, Alicia Summers

**Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets**
Violence Erupts in La Mesa After Police and Protesters Clash, NBC 7 San Diego

*NOT PAID*
Selena Alvarado, David Yim, DITA QUINONES, Dan Geduld, Bridget Naso, Omari Fleming, Brian Holt, Lauren Coronado, Rene Gonzalez, Cameran Biltucci, William Feather, Art Sullano, Brian Cast, Matt Hoffman

**Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets**
La Mesa Protest Erupts Into Chaos, KGTV 10 News
Sofia Seikaly, Vincent Fanghella, Sarah Cowan, Adam Racusin, Mario Sevilla, Kimberly Miller, Kelsey Grey, Stewart Smith, William Giron, Brian McHugh, Cassie Carlisle, Vanessa Van Hyfte, David Santillan

**Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets**
Black Lives Matter Protests in San Diego, Telemundo 20
Kristin Valdivia, Jhonny Montenegro, FabiÁn Bouzas Pesqueira, Emiliana Molina, Marsrenith Gonzalez, Melissa Sandoval

**Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets**
NEWS 8 at 11, CBS News 8
Bryan Kugler

**Journalistic Enterprise**
Pandemic Schmandemic: News Boy still gotta make a buck!, KGTV-TV
Steve Atkinson

**Journalistic Enterprise**
Calls for justice, inspiration and unity: Stories from the Central Valley, KBAK/KBFX Eyewitness News
Tyrah Majors, Dionne Young

**Journalistic Enterprise**
The FOX5 Surprise Squad: Hope In A Pandemic, KVVU-TV

*NOT PAID*
Ray Arzate, Terri Peck, Hannah Utecht, CHRISTINE MADDELA, Sergio A. Rodriguez, Rich Scallan, Maria Silva

**Journalistic Enterprise**
Todos tenemos una historia, Telemundo 20
Rigoberto Villalobos

**Journalistic Enterprise**
Darcy Spears Composite, KTNV-TV
Darcy Spears

**Journalistic Enterprise**
Roots of Racism, KTNV
Alicia Pattillo

**Journalistic Enterprise**
Community journalism, NBC Palm Springs
Kitty Alvarado,

**Journalistic Enterprise**
Widow reunited with healthcare workers., KLAS-TV
Vanessa Murphy,

**Journalistic Enterprise**
SDFD ARSON INVESTIGATORS BEHIND THE SCENES, KGTv 10 News
MICHAEL G. MORA

**Journalistic Enterprise**
History is Happening Now, NBC 7 San Diego
Joe Little

**Journalistic Enterprise**
Healthcare Heroes: Sharing their Highs and Lows, CBS News 8
Marcella Lee

**Overall Excellence**
Loft 100 Studios - Robert Sullivan, Loft 100 Studios
Robert Sullivan

**Overall Excellence**
Homicides, Coronavirus and Politics: KGET in 2020, KGET - TV 17
Michael Trihey

**Overall Excellence**
KTNV Delivers, KTNV
Chris Way

**Overall Excellence**
Telemundo Las Vegas, ¡Estamos Contigo! KBLR
Ramiro Lopez

**Overall Excellence**
Longing For A Year of Precedence In An Unprecedented Year, KSNV
Larry Strumwasser

**Overall Excellence**
ABC 10News - Stories That Matter, KGTV 10 News
Leon Clark

**Overall Excellence**
FOX5 2020, KVVU FOX5
**NOT PAID**
Michael Korr

**Team Coverage**
Nevada Reopens!, Fox 5 Las Vegas
Kristin Bernal, Matt Kling, Jason Rzucidlo, Kazia Doros, John Huck, Jaclyn Schultz, Kyla Galer, Tiana Boehner, Feven Kay, Christopher Redfearn

**Team Coverage**
Protesters Clash With Police At La Mesa Headquarters, NBC 7 San Diego
**PENDING CHECK**
Lori Brown, Art Sullano, Selena Alvarado, DITA QUINONES, Dan Geduld, Thomas Zizzi, Lauren Coronado, Bridget Naso, Carlos Hernandez, Niala Charles, Brian Holt, Omari Fleming

**Team Coverage**
George Floyd Protests in Las Vegas, KLAS-TV
**PENDING CHECK**
Orko Manna, BIANCA HOLMAN, Kate Houston

**Team Coverage**
Avila Fire Team Coverage, KSBY
Megan Healy, Melissa Newman

**Team Coverage**
EPICENTRO DE CORONAVIRUS, Telemundo 20
Melissa Adan, Lizzet Lopez, DIANA DIAZ, Rigoberto Villalobos

**Breaking News-Single Report**
Calls of Despair, KSNV
**NOT PAID**
Tiffany Lane, James Johnson III

**Breaking News-Single Report**
BURNING DOWN LA MESA, KFMB-TV
Kenny McGregor, Nicolette Harris, Carlo Cecchetto

**Breaking News-Single Report**
George Floyd Protests, KBAK/KBFX-TV
Jeffrey Platt, Paul Villanueva, Tyler Moyer, Emily Erwin, Jonathan Singh

**Breaking News-Single Report**
Willow Fire Race to Save Homes, KGTV 10 News
Quinn Konold, Enedina Cisneros, Tracy Qualls, Vanessa Paz, Megan Parry, Krista Summerville, Ashton Smith, Marie Coronel, Luella Mata, Jim Patton, Mario Sevilla, Dennis Hileman

**Breaking News-Single Report**
Kobe Bryant dies in helicopter crash during Grammy Awards Red Carpet - Memorials Quickly Grows Near Staples Center, CBS News 8
Stella Inger

**Breaking News-Single Report**
The Silverado Fire, CBS News 8
Richard Allyn

**Breaking News-Single Report**
Kobe Bryant Helicopter Crash, KERO
Bayan Wang

**Breaking News-Single Report**
Firefighters rescued from collapse, KGT V 10 News
Paul Anderegg, Mary Mckenzie, Gerald Labrador

**Breaking News-Single Report**
Store Owner attacks media, KUSI-TV
Michael Saucedo

**Breaking News-Single Report**
Avila Fire, KSBY
Kendra Martinez

**Breaking News-Multiple Reports**
George Floyd Protests in Las Vegas, KLAS-TV

*Pending Check*
Vanessa Murphy, Orko Manna, Sasha Loftis

**Breaking News-Multiple Reports**
Unrest in Las Vegas: Night Three, KTNV
Danny Chebanenko, Kalyna Astrinos, Jackie Kostek, Matthew Munro, RUDY GARCIA, Ross DiMattei, Astrid Mendez, Jason Dinant, JOYCE LUPIANI

**Breaking News-Multiple Reports**
5PM TRUMP COVID POSITIVE, NBC 7 San Diego
Heathre Wade, Conor Lawrence Volk, Lindsay Hood, Monica Dean

**Breaking News-Multiple Reports**
Reporting Live in the Midst of Tear Gas, Rubber Bullets and Chaos, NBC 7 San Diego
Lauren Coronado
Breaking News-Multiple Reports
La Mesa Protest Turns Violent, CBS News 8

NOT PAID
Nicolette Harris, Alicia Summers, Carlo Cecchetto, Tyler Becker, John Boren, Shannon Handy, Kenny McGregor, Tim O'Brien, Jarrett Wright, Tim Blodgett, Jennifer Lothspeich, Adam Klatt, Michael W. Edison

Breaking News-Multiple Reports
Black Lives Matter Protests, Fox 5 Las Vegas
Kyla Galer

Breaking News-Multiple Reports
Entre el Tumulto, Telemundo 20
Melissa Sandoval

Breaking News-Multiple Reports
Please Don't Mix Up the Message, NBC 7 San Diego
Joe Little

Breaking News-Multiple Reports
NBC 7 News At 11: Wildfire Triggers Evacuations, KNSD
David Yim, Cameran Biltucci, Rayan Graham, Brian Holt, Omari Fleming

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Davenport Fire Victims, KEYT NewsChannel 3-12
Scott Sheahen

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Business in a Border Town, FOX 5 Las Vegas
Tiana Boehner, Gai Phanalasy

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Open Our Beaches Now! Deputies Arrest Protesters in Encinitas, KFMB CBS8
Heather Hope, Michael Edison,

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Sastre acusado de actos indecentes agrede a periodistas, Univision San Diego (KBNT)
Claudia Buccio,

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Is that a little kid?, Fox 5 Las Vegas
Kyla Galer

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Vuelo Sin Retorno, KBLR
Claudia Carrera

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Baking up Business, KFMB
Elizabeth Sanchez, Chuck Denton

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Sin Aire Acondicionado en el Desierto, KBLR
Claudia Carrera

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Abandoned Children Find a Home and Hope, KMIR News
Veronica Alvarado

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Hope During a Pandemic, Kfmb
Alicia Summers

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
It's a Tough Job But Someone's Got To Do It, KMIR News
Veronica Alvarado

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
First Interview with Woman After Journey From Wuhan, NBC 7 San Diego
Bridget Naso

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
The Wall: The risks of climbing 30 feet, XEWT TELEVISA CALIFORNIA
CLAUDIA ESTEPHANIA BAEZ

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Rolling the Dice on a New Las Vegas, KLAS Channel 8
Cristen Drummond

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Negocios en Tiempos de Coronavirus, KBLR
Claudia Carrera,

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
'Let me say his name:' Protests in La Mesa turn violent in wake of Floyd death, KUSI-TV
Hunter Sowards, Logan Palmer

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
National Protests Hit Home, 23ABC
Bayan Wang
Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Judge caught on secret audio recording leads to retrial for "The Dark Prince", KESQ, Palm Springs
Karen Devine, Justin Tarpening

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Celebración de la victoria de Joe Biden en el Condado Kern, KKEY Telemundo Valle Central
Alejandro Rosa

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Little Boy Fights For His Life After Brutal Attack, KMIR News
Veronica Alvarado

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
El Dorado Fire Close Call, KMIR News
Veronica Alvarado

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Homicide Hiking Trail - A Closer Look, Kfmb
Alicia Summers

Assigned Daily News Report-Daily News Report (within single shift)
Say Something Nice, Kfmb

NOT PAID
Alicia Summers

Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports
News8 Investigates - Fentanyl Deaths On The Rise, KFMB TV8
Mario Escovedo, Kelly Hessedal, Erik Swanson

Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports
House of Horrors: Inside Kern's Coronavirus Epicenter, KGET - TV 17
Alexander Fisher

Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports
Wild Burro Serial Killer?, KTNV
Joe Bartels, RUDY GARCIA

Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports
COVID-19: Exposing what happened behind the scenes., KLAS-TV

PENDING CHECK
Vanessa Murphy, Ian Russell

Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports
SoCal Botox doctor charged in COVID-19 fraud scheme, KGTV 10 News
Jennifer Kastner

Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports
STOLEN: A Year-Long Investigation Into Child Sex Trafficking and Exploitation, NBC 7 San Diego
Monica Dean,  Tom Jones, Jay Yoo, Elroy Spatcher, Andrew Johnson, Paul Krueger

**Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports**
Lost in the Fire, Fox 5 Las Vegas  
Kyla Galer, Leilani Roundtree, Gabriel Stutzky

**Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports**
De-escalation Training: What Can Police Do?, KPBS  
Andi Dukleth

**Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports**
Kidnapped baby identified, KLAS  
PENDING CHECK  
George Knapp, Matthew Adams

**Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports**
Where's the Fraud? Investigating the 2020 Election, KLAS  
PENDING CHECK  
David Charns, Bill Roe

**Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports**
Starved To Death: the Stephen Burrell Story, KSNV  
NOT PAID  
John Treanor, Maria Thompson, Kenny Ramis, JAIRO AGUILAR, Robert Noble

**Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports**
Kingston Uncovered, KBAK/KBFX-TV  
Jeffrey Platt

**Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports**
Santa Fe, laberinto sin salida, XEWT 12 Televisa Californias  
Grecia Contreras, Alberto Gomez

**Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports**
Get Out of Jail Free, KTNV-TV  
Darcy Spears

**Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports**
Delano Police Settle in Wrongful Death Case, 23ABC  
Jessica Harrington

**Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports**
Body Cam Shows Off-Duty Officer Passed Out With Gun on His Lap, 23ABC  
Jessica Harrington

**Investigative-News-Single Report/ Multiple Reports**
Returned: A multi-part series that takes a deep dive into the U.S. asylum system, The San Diego Union-Tribune
Alejandro Tamayo, Nelvin Cepeda, Kate Morrissey, Michelle Guerrero

News Special
Better Together: A News 8 Special, KFMB-TV

NOT PAID
Kurt Boyd, Barbara Richards, Carlo Cecchetto, Jesse Aceron, Teresa Sardina, Barbara-Lee Edwards

News Special
T-MEC Special Report, Telemundo 20
Kristín Valdivia, Emiliana Molina, DIANA DIAZ, Daniela Guichenne, Gilberto Dorrego, Maria Duran

News Special
RUMBO A LAS ELECCIONES, Telemundo 20

NOT PAID
Lizzet Lopez, DIANA DIAZ, Rigoberto Villalobos, Tania Luviano, Daniela Guichenne

News Special
2020: The Year in Coachella Valley, KESQ Newschannel 3
Sarah-Jayne Arthur, Peter Daut, Justin Tarpening, Cecilia Mcdonald, Jeff Stahl, Caitlin Thropay, Angela Chen, Rich Tarpening, Jake Ingrassia, Madison Weil

News Special
FOX5 News Super Edition, Meredith, KVVU-TV
Kristin Bernal, Vincent Sapienza, Robbie Hunt, Kevin Bolinger, CHRISTINE MADDELA, Matt Kling, Judith Greene, Tiana Bohner, Gabriel Stutzky

News Special
Las Vegas 365, KBLR
Luis Alejandro Rivera Paredes, Benjamin Zamora, Alejandro Condis, Manuel Rivera, Suquel Blondet, Evelyn Pardo-Vinat, Andy Quinones, Adriel Henriquez, Johali Carmona, Marialcy Carreno

News Special
The Big Give, KBAK/KBFX-TV
Timothy Johns, Rachelle Murcia

News Special
Especial de Regreso a Clases, KBLR
Luis Alejandro Rivera Paredes, Juan David Rozo, Claudia De La Fuente, Jenniffer Guerra Sanchez, Manuel Rivera, JOSE EDGARDO RIVERA, Jose Antonio Alvarez, Johali Carmona, Marialcy Carreno, Antonio Texeira

News Special
Out of Bounds, 23ABC
Kari Osep, Grant Simpson, Veronica Morley, Lia Yoakum

News Special
Not Your Typical Town Hall, KSNV
**NOT PAID**
Latoya Silmon, Justin Monteith, James Johnson III, Jordan Moir, Stephanie Wheatley, Wade Parsons, Jeff Gillan, Rasool Ramoz

**News Special**
VERIFIED: A News 8 Special, KFMB-TV
Barbara Richards, Kurt Boyd, Jesse Aceron, Rachel Eastridge, Shannon Handy, Carlo Cecchetto

**News Special**
Breaking Down Barriers, KLAS-TV
**PENDING CHECK**
Ian Russell, Brian Loftus, BIANCA HOLMAN, Kirsten Joyce, Vanessa Murphy

**News Special**
Legends are Forever, FOX 5 San Diego
Meagan Medick Ourada, Kaitlin Propeck, Aida Soria

**Arts/Entertainment-News**
RED VINE the INTERN, KVVU-TV
Jason Feinberg

**Arts/Entertainment-News**
Voces que Inspiran: Las Escaramuzas, KBLR
Marialcy Carreno, Claudia De La Fuente, Silvestre Ortiz

**Arts/Entertainment-News**
Community Theatres Go Dark During Pandemic, KLAS Channel 8
Cristen Drummond

**Arts/Entertainment-News**
You Either Keep Creating, Or You Dry Out, NBC 7 San Diego
Audra Stafford

**Arts/Entertainment-News**
Punchlines and Piledrivers in Parking Lots, KPBS
Bennett Lacy

**Arts/Entertainment-News**
Saving Amargosa Opera House, KLAS-TV
John Langeler

**Arts/Entertainment-News**
The Show Goes On, KVVU
Cassandra Mlynarek, Eric Green

**Arts/Entertainment-News**
Out And About With Jenny Milk, CBS News 8
Jennifer Milkowski
Arts/Entertainment-News
El Arte de Ser una Drag Queen, KBLR
Andy Quinones, Paulo Alvarado, Adriel Henriquez

Arts/Entertainment-News
Essential Sound, FOX 5 San Diego
Andrew Luria, Ruby Chen

Arts/Entertainment-News
Celebraciones de Divorcio, KBLR
Marialcy Carreno, Alejandro Condis, Johali Carmona, Andy Quinones, JOEL ROMO

Arts/Entertainment-News
Transforming Pain into Art, Frida & Diego, Telemundo Las Vegas KBLR
Eric Jimenez,

Arts/Entertainment-News
Buck & Merle Get A Mural, KBAK Eyewitness News
Jeff Platt

Arts/Entertainment-News
Remembering Roy Horn, FOX5 LAS VEGAS
VANIA BELTRAN, Kazia Doros

Arts/Entertainment-News
Roller Skating Culture, CBS News 8
Jennifer Milkowski

Arts/Entertainment-News
Cinta negra de la canción, Univision Palm Springs
Cristian Gomez

Arts/Entertainment - Short Form or Long Form Content
Vegas Film Critic - Unhinged, Vegas Film Critic/KCLV-TV
Jeff Howard

Arts/Entertainment - Short Form or Long Form Content
JQA, San Diego Repertory Theatre
Timothy Powell, Samuel Woodhouse

Arts/Entertainment - Short Form or Long Form Content
Danette on Set, Nevada Film Office
Danette Tull, Kelly Schwarze

Arts/Entertainment - Short Form or Long Form Content
Ilan-Lael Virtual Tour 2020, Gerdes Creative
Marianne Gerdes, Michael Gerdes
Private Islands - Bedarra Island, Edge And Elegance Entertainment
Amber Wyatt, Andrew Reid, Karl Van Moorsel, Justin Heitman

KPBS Presents: A Conversation With Jason Mraz, KPBS TV/FM
Kurt Kohnen

KPBS Summer Music Series, KPBS TV/FM
NOT PAID
Kurt Kohnen, Christopher Maue

Ryan Ahern Live in Las Vegas, VegasPBS
Jeremy Helal, Kevin Robinson, Ryan Ahern, Brian Siegel

Palm Springs International Film Festival Red Carpet Gala, KESQ
Evan Sanford, Sarah-Jayne Arthur, Thalia Bricker, Angela Chen, Timothy Kiley, Caitlin Thropay, Clarissa Ayala

The Flourish, Taylor Way Productions
Shannon Taylor

Vegas PBS Writers Contest Presented by Janice Allen, VegasPBS
Jeremy Helal, Jessica Russell

A Weekend with Pablo Picasso, San Diego Repertory Theatre
NOT PAID
Timothy Powell, Todd Salovey, Herbert Siguenza

Vegas Film Critic - Fatman, Vegas Film Critic/KCLV-TV
Jeff Howard

From The Ground Up, Las Vegas Raiders
Monique Koman, Brad Phinney, Lawrence Porter

On The Air with Sully, Little Tommy, and Russ T Nailz, Loft 100 Studios
Robert Sullivan, Tommy Sablan, Russell Stolnack, Jarred Coleman, Curtiss Matovich, Michael Larson, Mary Burt-Godwin
Arts/Entertainment - Short Form or Long Form Content
The story behind the new Tony Gwynn mural in City Heights, The San Diego Union-Tribune
Sharon Heilbrunn,

Arts/Entertainment - Short Form or Long Form Content
DON'T MISS THE CALL OF HALLOWEEN NIGHT - A LAS VEGAS NOW SPECIAL, KLAS
PENDING CHECK
Celina Tuason, Mercedes Martinez, JC Fernandez, Natalia Malsenido, Raquel Theus, Kendall Tenney

Arts/Entertainment - Short Form or Long Form Content
Panic at Parq, Heartland Films, Inc.
Sue Vicory

Arts/Entertainment - Short Form or Long Form Content
Who Dunnit? A Coronado Mystery, Taylor Way Productions
Shannon Taylor

Arts/Entertainment - Short Form or Long Form Content
Life In Balance, Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

Border Issues-News
Coronavirus Surge Along the Border, KESQ
PETER DAUT

Border Issues-News
Tiempos de Espera Históricos en la Frontera, Telemundo 20
NOT PAID
DIANA DIAZ, Lizzet Lopez, Daniela Guichenne, Gilberto Dorrego, Marsenerith Gonzalez, Tania Luviño, Rigoberto Villalobos, Marinee Zavala

Border Issues-News
Largas filas en la frontera, Telemundo San Diego
Marsenerith Gonzalez,

Border Issues-News
The virus knows no borders, KGT 10 News
Jennifer Kastner

Border Issues-News
'They Prey Upon the Addiction of Others,' Meth From Mexico To Vegas, KLAS
PENDING CHECK
David Charns

Border Issues-News
The Border: A tale of two cities and a toxic river, XEW TELEVISA CALIFORNIA
CLAUDIA ESTEPHANIA BAEZ, Alberto Gomez, Grecia Contreras, Said Rodriguez
**Border Issues-News**
Una frontera sin volver a la normalidad, Telemundo San Diego
Marserenith Gonzalez

**Business/Consumer-News**
Ponderosa Dairy's Dilemma, KLAS-TV
John Langeler

**Business/Consumer-News**
Construyendo un Futuro Pagando el Presente, KBLR
Claudia Carrera

**Business/Consumer-News**
Tallado con causa, Univision Palm Springs
Cristian Gomez

**Business/Consumer-News**
Closed by Coronavirus, KESQ
PETER DAUT

**Business/Consumer-News**
Great Plates, County Of San Diego
Suzanne Bartole, Anita Lightfoot

**Business/Consumer-News**
Nevada Unemployment Woes, KLAS
**PENDING CHECK**
Joe Moeller, Mark Zamora

**Business/Consumer-News**
The Downfall of the Oil Industry, 23ABC
Alexandrea Bell

**Business/Consumer-News**
Where Have All The Humans Gone?, KESQ
Angela Chen

**Business/Consumer-News**
City fees for baby sign language classes, KUSI-TV
**NOT PAID**
Sasha Foo, Elliot Macias Rioseco, Brent Barstow

**Business/Consumer-News**
Eggs in high demand at Hilliker's Ranch amid COVID-19, The San Diego Union-Tribune
Sharon Heilbrunn
Micro Pigs And The Big Lie, KPBS
Maya Trabulsi

Step by step: Covid 19 test, XEWT TELEVISA CALIFORNIA
CLAUDIA ESTEPHANIA BAEZ

Soaring Through the Pandemic, KESQ
PETER DAUT

PINCHING PENNIES IN A PANDEMIC, CBS News 8
Marcella Lee

He said money grew on trees. It didn't., KGTV
Melissa Mecija

Limpieza de alto riesgo, Entravision Communications
Oscar Campos, Julio Abarca

Cheques Sin Fondos, KBLR
Claudia Carrera

But we're all somebody, CBS News 8
Allison Royal

Caesars goes dark, KSNV-TV
Jeff Gillan

Above it All: Flying During the Coronavirus Pandemic, KFMB CBS8
Heather Hope, Michael Edison

Volunteering From Your COVID-19 Self-Isolation Down Time, KEYT NewsChannel 3-12
Scott Sheahen

The "Essential" Lottery, KBAK/KBFX-TV
Jeffrey Platt
Business/Consumer-News
Consumer Justice - While in my PJ's, KGTV 10 News
Adam Racusin

Crime-News
Questions of delayed justice as COVID keeps people jailed indefinitely, KGTV 10 News
Jennifer Kastner

Crime-News
Beating left boy blind., KLAS-TV
PENDING CHECK
Vanessa Murphy, Bill Roe

Crime-News
CAL FIRE crew takes fire from active shooter, KSBY
Melissa Newman

Crime-News
Coronavirus Patrol, KESQ
PETER DAUT

Crime-News
Donor Deceived, KFMB-TV
Steve Price, Colleen Murphy

Crime-News
HEROES OF 1OCTOBER, KSNV-TV
Denise Rosch, Scott Kost

Crime-News
Hasta por debajo de las piedras, XEWT 12 Televisa Californias
Said Rodriguez

Crime-News
VEGAS VICE: CATCHING THE JOHNS, KVVU-TV
Leilani Roundtree, Gabriel Stutzky, John Huck

Crime-News
Cold Case Unit could be put on ice, KTNV-TV
Darcy Spears, Kean Bauman

Crime-News
ANZA, TIERRA DE NARCOS, News-Press-Gazette
NOT PAID
Doris Lopez, Luis Medina, Gustavo Ibarra, Mayra Perez

Crime-News
KGET Homicide Tracker, KGET - TV 17
Raphael Stroud

Crime-News
Travel Troubles, KSNV
NOT PAID
Tiffany Lane, Scott Kost

Crime-News
Bodycams and Police Accountability, KGET - TV 17
Karen Hua

Crime-News
Smoke, Panic and a Ball of Fire, Las Vegas Review-Journal
Michael Quine

Crime-News
Tracking Theresa's killer, 16 years later, KSNV
Max Darrow, Scott Kost

Education/Schools-News
The Cursive Comeback, CBS News 8
Allison Royal

Education/Schools-News
Aprendiendo en LÁ-nea, Telemundo Las Vegas
Imariel Moreno Arellano, Pedro Negron, Martha Saldana

Education/Schools-News
Mr. Lundy & Miss Wilson, NBC 7 San Diego
Audra Stafford

Education/Schools-News
Reaching the American dream, NBC Palm Springs
Regina Yurrita

Education/Schools-News
"Not All Superheroes Wear Capes - They're Called Teachers.", KSNV
Justin Michel, Krystal Allan

Education/Schools-News
Del salón de clases al patio de la casa, Telemundo 20
Gilberto Dorrego

Education/Schools-News
La Cárcel de los Sueños, KBLR
Andy Quinones, Paulo Alvarado
Regreso a Clases: Nueva Normalidad, Telemundo 20

Lizzet Lopez, DIANA DIAZ, Gilberto Dorrego, Tania Luviano, Rigoberto Villalobos

What Do Teachers Think?, KFMB
Shannon Handy

If You Give a Child a Book, KSBY
Brooke Martell

Digital Divide, NBC 7 San Diego

Scott Baird, Lindsay Hood, Alexis Gray, Tom Jones

Severe Mental Health Challenges Unfold During Distance Education, KLAS Channel 8

Cristen Drummond, Christopher Benka

Science Sundays: Experiments with Elaina Rusk, KERO
Elaina Rusk Gaugel

Covibook, KBLR
Antonio Texeira, Andy Quinones

Back-to-School in the back seat, KSBY
Megan Healy

Por ahora, no queda de otra, KUNA Telemundo 15
Marco Revuelta

UNLV SKELETON, KSNV-TV
Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero

Coronavirus Questions Answered: Coachella Valley School Districts, KESQ
PETER DAUT
Education/Schools-Short or Long Form Content
Cox Presents: A Salute to Teachers, YurView
Carla Jean Hockley, Michael Spaulding

Environment-News
La pandemia no truncó la preparación para los jóvenes, Telemundo San Diego
NOT PAID
Marserenith Gonzalez

Environment-News
DON'T BLAME BATS, KSNV-TV
Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero

Environment-News
Living a Zero-Waste Life, CBS News 8
Richard Allyn

Environment-News
Cocaine of the Sea: How Cartels Pushed the World's Smallest Whale to the Brink of Extinction, KGT
KIMBERLY HUNT, Michael G. Mora, Mario Sevilla

Environment-News
Morro Bay city leaders say King Tides give 'disconcerting' preview of sea level rise, KSBY
Christina Favuzzi

Environment-News
Con los Pelos de Punta, NBC Universal/Telemundo Las Vegas
Jenniffer Guerra Sanchez, Imariel Moreno Arellano, Andy Quinones, Adriel Henriquez, Suquel Blondet

Environment-News
Parallels in Climate Change, NBC 7 San Diego
Scott Baird, Melissa Adan

Environment-News
Return to Ridgecrest, KGET - TV 17
Karen Hua

Environment-News
Two cities, one misery., XEWT TELEVISA CALIFORNIA
CLAUDIA ESTEPHANIA BAEZ, Alberto Gomez

Health/Medical-News
COVID travel nurse, KUSI-TV
Sasha Foo, Michael Saucedo

Health/Medical-News
Pleading for PPE, KESQ
PETER DAUT
**Health/Medical-News**
Undercover: Testing Surfaces for COVID-19, KBAK Eyewitness News
Jeff Platt

**Health/Medical-News**
Hyperemesis Gravidarum - Pregnant women suffering from condition far worse than morning sickness, CBS News 8
Stella Inger

**Health/Medical-News**
I Need that Connection, NBC 7 San Diego
Joe Little

**Health/Medical-News**
COVID CHASER - San Diego Nurse Fights Coronavirus Around The Country, KFMB TV8
Mario Escovedo, Alicia Summers

**Health/Medical-News**
COVID-19 in Rural Nevada, FOX5 LAS VEGAS KVVU-TV
CHRISTINE MADDELA, Gai Phanalasy

**Health/Medical-News**
Doctor Debunks Controversial COVID-19 Myths, NBC 7 San Diego
Lauren Coronado

**Health/Medical-News**
Music For The Soul, KLAS-TV
PENDING CHECK
John Langeler

**Health/Medical-News**
Senior Skater, CBS News 8
Eric Kahnert

**Health/Medical-News**
A Dangerous Home: Inside Skilled Nursing Facilities, KGET - TV 17
Alexander Fisher

**Health/Medical-News**
Learning from the Spanish Flu, KGET - TV 17
Taylor Schaub

**Health/Medical-News**
Joining the Fight: Inside The Vaccine Trials, KVVU
Jaclyn Schultz
Health/Medical-News
A Simile for Cellular Science, KGTW 10 News
NOT PAID
Derek Staahl, Michael G. Mora

Health/Medical-News
The first to contract COVID-19, KFMB CBS TV
NOT PAID
Shawn Styles

Health/Medical-News
No estás solo: La salud emocional y mental durante la pandemia, Telemundo 20
Lizzet Lopez

Health/Medical-News
Kamila’s Story, KFMB-TV
Kyle Kraska

Health/Medical-News
ICU Nurse Gets Real, CBS 8
Neda Iranpour, Candace Guereque

Health/Medical Short or Long Form Content
Dusk Till Dawn Covid-19 Testing, County Of San Diego
Suzanne Bartole, Anita Lightfoot

Health/Medical Short or Long Form Content
Health Care Innovation Back to California, VEBA FILMS
MICHAEL G. MORA

Health/Medical Short or Long Form Content
A Journey Through Breast Cancer, Powell Films
Timothy Powell, Iris Caffin, Wayne Beach

Health/Medical Short or Long Form Content
UN VIRUS PARALIZA AL MUNDO: EL DIARIO DE UNA PANDEMIA, XEWT-TDT
Lizett Curiel Quintero,

Health/Medical Short or Long Form Content
Call to Action, Yalda Media
NOT PAID
Yalda Benjamin

Health/Medical Short or Long Form Content
UCSD team travels at a moment’s notice to invasively oxygenate the blood of dying patients, The San Diego Union-Tribune
Alejandro Tamayo, Nelvin Cepeda, Michelle Guerrero, Paul Sisson
Health/Medical Short or Long Form Content
The Dr. Q Show, 423 Media
Isning Gamez

Health/Medical Short or Long Form Content
A mother copes after losing her husband to COVID-19, Inewsource
Zoe Meyers

Historical/Cultural-News
Scotty's Castle, KTNV
NOT PAID
Kelsey McFarland, Travis Jensen

Historical/Cultural-News
Becoming Catrina Davina, KBAK Eyewitness News
Jeff Platt

Historical/Cultural-News
San Diego in the Time of Coronavirus, KSWB
Aaron Eudaley

Historical/Cultural-News
México: Cultura Milenaria, Telemundo Las Vegas KBLR
Eric Jimenez

Historical/Cultural-News
Determined San Diego Women Fought For Right To Vote A Century Ago, KPBS
Maya Trabulsi

Historical/Cultural-News
Parteras luchan contra el racismo sistemático, Telemundo San Diego
Marserenith Gonzalez,

Historical/Cultural-News
GHOSTS OF GOODSPRINGS, KSNV-TV
Denise Rosch, Scott Kost

Historical/Cultural-News
World of Bees: The falling empire, XEWT TELEVISA CALIFORNIA
CLAUDIA ESTEPAHANIA BAEZ

Historical/Cultural-News
History of Carlsbad, KGTV 10 News
Jim Patton

Historical/Cultural-News
Reggae Icon, NBC 7 San Diego
Scott Baird, Lindsay Hood
Historical/Cultural-News
The Ghost of Goldfield, KLAS-TV
John Langeler

Historical/Cultural-News
Portal for the Paranormal, FOX 5 Las Vegas
Tiana Bohner, Gai Phanalasy

Historical/Cultural-News
Remembering Deadly MGM Grand Fire 40 Years Later, KLAS Channel 8
**PENDING CHECK**
Cristen Drummond, Christopher Benka

Historical/Cultural-News
EL CAMINO DE LA AGONÍA, XEWT-TDT TELEVISA CALIFORNIAS
Lizett Curiel Quintero

Historical/Cultural-News
Bridging the Divide, KTNV
Alicia Pattillo, Indigo Silva

Historical/Cultural-News
Salk Institute celebrates Jonas Salk's 106th birthday, Kusi-tv
Allie Wagner

Historical/Cultural-News
Asian Discrimination in the Age of COVID-19, KLAS-TV
Orko Manna, Timothy Zeitlow

Historical/Cultural-News
Impotentes ante la destrucción de mural Chicano en Logan Heights, Univision San Diego (KBNT)
Claudia Buccio

Historical/Cultural-News
Remembering a fateful day, NBC Palm Springs
Olivia Sandusky

Historical/Cultural-News
Piecing Together A Story 108 Years After Tragedy, KSNV
Heather Mills, Justin Michel

Historical/Cultural-News
The Spookiest Place on Earth, KLAS
**Pending Check** Individuals owe $25 each
GEORGE KNAPP, Matthew Adams

Historical/Cultural-News
Afrolatinos; double discrimination, Telemundo 20
Rigoberto Villalobos

**Historical/Cultural-News**
Black History Month: Dancers of the Moulin Rouge, KTNV
Danielle Nelson

**Historical/Cultural-News**
Black History Month: A look back at Las Vegas' historic Moulin Rouge, KTNV
Danielle Nelson

**Historical/Cultural-News**
El grano de oro, KBLR
Andy Quinones, Paulo Alvarado

**Historical/Cultural-Short or Long Form**
My Favorite Photo, KFMB-TV
Kyle Kraska, Jake Garegnani, John Howard, Todd Villalobos

**Historical/Cultural-Short or Long Form**
Walking in the footsteps of history., Sevilla Productions
*NOT PAID*
Elsa Sevilla, Guillermo Sevilla

**Historical/Cultural-Short or Long Form**
Hispanic Heritage Special, KLAS
*PENDING CHECK*
Yazmin Beltran

**Historical/Cultural-Short or Long Form**
Saving the 132-year-old stained-glass "Coronation" window., Sevilla Productions
*NOT PAID*
Elsa Sevilla, Guillermo Sevilla

**Historical/Cultural-Short or Long Form**
Los rostros de DACA, KLAS
*PENDING CHECK*
Natalia Lancellotti, Eric Jungblut

**Historical/Cultural-Short or Long Form**
Ken Kramer's About San Diego - Episode # 82, KPBS
Suzanne Bartole, Ken Kramer

**Historical/Cultural-Short or Long Form**
Uncovered in the Archives: An Enduring Friendship, KVCR
Brad Pomerance, CJ Eastman, Glenn Grant
**Historical/Cultural-Short or Long Form**
Missing in Mexico, The San Diego Union-Tribune
Alejandro Tamayo, Wendy Fry, John Kelley, Tania Navarro, Michelle Gilchrist, Michelle Guerrero

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Healing in the sand, KGTW 10 News
**NOT PAID**
Mary McKenzie, Geoff Stevens

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Love in the Time of Covid, KPBS
**NOT PAID**
Priya Sridhar, Andi Dukleth

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Home-Brewed Starbucks, 23ABC
Alexandrea Bell

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
What we still have: Beloved pet pig inspires hope after fire, KUSI-TV
Hunter Sowards, Logan Palmer

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Mi hijo no es una persona con falda, Telemundo San Diego
Marserenith Gonzalez

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Amor en tiempos de pandemia, Telemundo 20
Rigoberto Villalobos

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
CANCER WIG STANDS, KSNV-TV
Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Road to Recovery, KESQ
Shelby Nelson,

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Drafting a Dream, Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Desalojan a Familia del Valle, KBLR
Samantha Nicole Diaz Roberts, JosÃ© Ivarez Salgado

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
ESSENTIAL WORKER, NBC Palm Springs
Sandy Jimenez, Aitor Francisco Lozano Vias, Jonathan Oaxaca, Thalia Hayden,

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
When Justin Meets Calvin, CBS News 8
Eric Kahnert, Andrew Madarang

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
From Homeless to a Chef, KUSI-TV
Michael Saucedo

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Special Surprise: Las Vegas Entertainer Gets Dash of Christmas Cheer, KLAS-TV

PENDING CHECK
Orko Manna

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Hispanos que inspiran: La historia de Ramón, KINC
Alexander Zapata,

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Cleo - Animal Samaritans, 423 Media
Isning Gamez

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Saving All My Love: A Man and his Golden Retriever Reunite with the Lifeguards who Rescued them, KFMB CBS8

NOT PAID
Heather Hope, Charles Landon

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Formerly incarcerated student at Allan Hancock credits professor for changing his life, KEYT
Genelle Padilla Patacsil

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Santa Maria mother guides people struggling with addiction after losing her own son, KEYT
Genelle Padilla Patacsil

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Dear HOPE, FOX 5 Las Vegas
Tiana Bohner, Gai Phanalasy

**Human Interest - News (Single Shift)**
Hitchhiking for Love, NBC 7 San Diego

NOT PAID
Priya Sridhar, Mark Leimbach
Human Interest - News (Single Shift)
I Do before I die, FOX5 LAS VEGAS KVVU-TV
CHRISTINE MADDELA, Leilani Roundtree

Human Interest - News (Single Shift)
Couple loses home and pets in Valley Fire, Kusi-tv
Allie Wagner

Human Interest - News (Single Shift)
The Life-Saving Fan (Brockinton), Fox Sports San Diego
PENDING CHECK
Tom Catlin, Mike Pomeranz

Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)
A Widow’s Warning: What COVID-19 Took From Irma Dojaquez, CBS News 8 KFMB
Christopher Gros, Jay Erdmann

Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)
Lasting Legacy: The Impact of Edmundo Escobedo Sr. in Las Vegas, KLAS Channel 8
Cristen Drummond

Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)
After the Earthquakes, KGET - TV 17
Karen Hua

Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)
Charlie, the miracle mastiff, CBS News 8
NOT PAID
Allison Royal, Barb Richards

Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)
This Town Wants to Survive, NBC 7 San Diego
NOT PAID
Scott Baird, Alexis Gray, Lindsay Hood

Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)
Stay Home San Diego delivers free groceries to seniors, The San Diego Union-Tribune
Jarrod Valliere

Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)
Becoming American, KVVU FOX5 Las Vegas
Feven Kay, Gai Phanalasy

Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)
A TOWN WITHOUT COVID, KSNV-TV
Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero
**Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)**
La Esperanza Tiene Ruedas, KBLR
Samantha DÃ-az Roberts, Adriel Henriquez,

**Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)**
Rosie Mercado: Una historia de superación, Entravision Communications
Oscar Campos

**Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)**
A Father's Legacy, KVVU FOX5
**NOT PAID**
Sergio A. Rodriguez, Ray Arzate, Cassandra Jones, Rich Scallan

**Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)**
Claire’s Fight, KSBY
Brooke Martell

**Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)**
Las Vegas massacre claims 60th victim more than two years later, KLAS-TV 8 News Now
**PENDING CHECK**
Hector Mejia, Chad Graves

**Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)**
Calvario en los polancos, Univision Palm Springs
Cristian Gomez

**Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)**
Saving Tijuana Street Dogs, NBC 7 San Diego
Dagmar Midcap

**Human Interest - News (No Time Limit)**
Letters To My Younger Self, NBC 7 San Diego
Jeremy Berg, Monica Dean, Tom Jones

**Politics/Government - News**
My voice matters: The election through the eyes of first-time voters, KFMB
Abigail Alford,

**Politics/Government - News**
Decision 2020 Telemundo Las Vegas, KBLR
Luis Alejandro Rivera Paredes, Cinthia Maldonado, Alejandro Condis, Jorge Ramirez, JOSE EDGARDO RIVERA, Andy Quinones, Adriel Henriquez, Johali Carmona, Marialcy Carreno

**Politics/Government - News**
Asking the right questions, KGTV 10 News
Jonathan Horn
Politics/Government - News
The Mailbox is the Ballot Box, KGET - TV 17
Eytan Wallace, Jason Kotowski, Perla Shaheen,

Politics/Government - News
Testing the USPS in Nevada ahead of the 2020 General Election, KSNV
NOT PAID
Max Darrow, Scott Kost, Kenny Ramis, Robert Noble, Marketia Bady, Ken Takahashi

Politics/Government - News
Coronavirus Crisis Tears Through City Budgets, KESQ
PETER DAUT

Politics/Government - News
Covering the Nevada Caucus: A push for transparency, KLAS-TV
PENDING CHECK
Vanessa Murphy, Ian Russell, Bill Roe

Politics/Government - News
America Divided, KTNV
Alicia Pattillo

Politics/Government - News
ALL EYES ON NEVADA - LOS OJOS PUESTOS EN NEVADA, KBLR
Leticia Castro

Politics/Government - News
The ashes of inequity: Black lives matter., XEWT TELEVISA CALIFORNIA
CLAUDIA ESTEPHANIA BAEZ

Religion-News
Help Me God: How Places of Worship Adapt Amid Pandemic Closures, KFMB CBS8
Heather Hope, Michael Edison

Religion-News
El último viaje del padre Brown, Telemundo San Diego
Marserenith Gonzalez

Religion-News
Synagogue hosts drive-thru shofar blast, KEYT
Blake DeVine, Alexander Zauner

Religion-News
Fe fuera del closet, Univision Palm Springs
Cristian Gomez, MARCO GONZALEZ

Religion-News
Tacones de sangre, KBLR
Antonio Texeira, Andy Quinones, Adriel Henriquez

**Religion-News**
What Happened to Hildale?, KSNV
Gerard Ramalho, Scott Kost

**Religion-News**
Pray Anywhere, FOX 5 Las Vegas
Tiana Bohner

**Religion-Short or Long Form Content**
Following Jesus as a Christian Athlete, Renewal
*NOT PAID*
David Pat

**Religion-Short or Long Form Content**
Festival Of Gai Jatra, Creative Heights Entertainment
Jaswant Dev Shrestha

**Religion-Short or Long Form Content**
Tijuana adapts Día de los Muertos in the pandemic, The San Diego Union-Tribune
Alejandro Tamayo, Tania Navarro

**Religion-Short or Long Form Content**
'Just Another Day' with Grandma Effie, Nexstar KGET
Marisel Maldonado

**Military - News**
Accusations of a coverup in Navy medic's death on SoCal military base, KGT 10 News
Jennifer Kastner

**Military - News**
Sailor investigated for arson in explosive warship fire, KGT 10 News
Jennifer Kastner

**Military - News**
Operación Militar Iron Fist 2020, Telemundo 20
Gilberto Dorrego

**Military - News**
Crystal Sanchez: A hero's fight with cancer., KLAS-TV
Pending Check
Vanessa Murphy, Bill Roe

**Military - News**
Mission: Donation, KGT 10 News
Cassie Carlisle

**Military - News**
Dog Tags - Buddy Has a Match!, KFMB-TV
Steve Price, Barbara Richards, Colleen Murphy

**Military - News**
Miracle on the Midway, CBS News 8
Marcella Lee, Jon Stinebaugh

**Military - News**
ROOSEVELT CAPTAIN FIRED - A Sailor's Mother Reacts To Ship In Covid-19 Crisis, KFMB TV8
Brandon Lewis, Mario Escovedo

**Military - News**
USS Roosevelt Returns After Battling Invisible Enemy, NBC 7 San Diego
Bridget Naso

**Military - News**
Service and Sacrifice: Celebrating K9 Veterans, KLAS Channel 8
Cristen Drummond

**Military - News**
Veteran's Voice: the Las Vegas military community, KTNV
Leah Pezzetti

**Military - News**
Plaques of Mt. Soledad, KFMB
Tim Blodgett

**Military - Short or Long Format Content**
Veterans Voices, Fox 5 San Diego
Douglas Downing, Maria Murcia, Kathleen Bade

**Military - Short or Long Format Content**
Hope for Our Heroes, KTNV
Kalyna Astrinos, Ramiro Cabrera, George Kiriyama,

**Military - Short or Long Format Content**
World War II Vet Surprise, KVVU
**NOT PAID**
Sergio A. Rodriguez, Ray Arzate, Feven Kay, Allison Perry

**Military - Short or Long Format Content**
Kiaya Bender: 'Things just felt meaningless' and 'I'm scared that what they're doing won't be enough', Inewsouce
Zoe Meyers

Technology-News
EL ÚLTIMO C.E.S. DEL MUNDO ANTES DE LA PANDEMIA, ASCEND MEDIA
Emilia Bazan

Technology-News
THE LAST PAY PHONE, KSNV-TV
Denise Rosch, George Enrique Romero

Technology-News
A new kind of breathalyzer to stop DUI's, KFMB
Abigail Alford

Technology-News
The case of the missing COVID tests, CBS News 8
Allison Royal

Lifestyle - News
Con los pies en la Tierra, KBLR
Antonio Texeira, Andy Quinones

Lifestyle - News
ParaHawking, KFMB CBS TV
NOT PAID
Shawn Styles

Lifestyle - News
Carrot dog, anyone? Bolthouse Farms enters the meat-substitute game, KGET
NOT PAID
Robert Price

Lifestyle - News
Restaurant pivots to takeout only, KEYT
Alexander Zauner, Blake DeVine

Lifestyle - News
Road to the Super Bowl, KSWB
Heather Lake, Zak Bartleet

Lifestyle - Short or Long Format Content
Freeline Skating Park and Boardwalk, The San Diego Union-Tribune
Jarrod Valliere

Lifestyle - Short or Long Format Content
staycation, kfmb and social media
Lifestyle - Short or Long Format Content
Getaway to Renaissance Esmeralda, NBC 7 San Diego

PENDING CHECK
Andy Larson, Honora De Marzo, Kerrie Briggs, Amber Pfister,

Lifestyle - Short or Long Format Content
Curbside Dining MORE FOX5 Las Vegas, FOX5 LAS VEGAS KVVU-TV
Mike Davis

Lifestyle - Short or Long Format Content
Las Vegas Recipe Box: ShangHai Taste, Vegas PBS (KLVX)
Heather Caputo

Lifestyle - Short or Long Format Content
THE LAST DANCE OF 2020 –, KLAS-TV
Natalia Malsenido, Celina Tuason, JC Fernandez, Lindsey Simon

Sports Story News
UCSB's Marella swims 10 miles, raises more than $12,000 for COVID-19 fight, KEYT

NOT PAID
Ryan Fish

Sports Story News
He was, like, the king of basketball, KGT V 10 News
Laura Acevedo

Sports Story News
The Show at Home, NBC 7 San Diego
Darnay Tripp

Sports Story News
San Diego Loyal Sacrifice For Social Justice, CBS News 8
John Howard

Sports Story News
De La Calle Al Ring, KBLR
Manuel Rivera, Adriel Henriquez, JOEL ROMO, Andy Quinones

Sports Story News
Bakersfield College breaks racial barriers with recent athleticshirings, KERO - 23 ABC
Kari Osep

Sports Story News
He Wanted to Make People Better, NBC 7 San Diego
Joe Little

**Sports Story News**
The King & The Cowboy, KVVU - FOX5 Las Vegas
Leilani Roundtree

**Sports Story News**
Joshua Golden Climbs, CBS News 8
Jake Garegnani

**Sports Story News**
King Of Cheer, KLAS TV
*PENDING CHECK*
Chris Maathuis

**Sports Story News**
Heavy Fists & Humble Beginnings, KVVU - FOX5 Las Vegas
Vincent Sapienza, Leilani Roundtree, Eric Green

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Sounds of the Game - Week 5 vs. Kansas City Chiefs, Las Vegas Raiders
Marcus Padilla, Brad Phinney, Connor Young, Sam Freed

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Chris Paddack - True Grind, Fox Sports San Diego
*PENDING CHECK*
Jacob Santos

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Haley Moore-What Drives a Champion, KFMB-TV
Kyle Kraska

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
VGK Origins - William Karlsson, Vegas Golden Knights
Patrick Ruhlif, Jeff Chaves, Shane Hnidy, William Karlsson, Alyssa Girardi

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Knight Life - Engelland's Vegas Born Heroes, ATT Sports Net
*NOT PAID*
Mariah Baker, Chris Jones, Sam Kilman

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Life is a team sport, KLAS-TV
Jon Tritsch

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Just Like Mikey: The Story Behind San Ysidro Freshman Superstar Mikey Williams, The San Diego Union-Tribune
Alejandro Tamayo, Sharon Heilbrunn

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Life After Hockey: A Golden Knight Grows the Game, KVVU - FOX5 Las Vegas
Vincent Sapienza, Gai Phanalasy

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
El Último Raider (The Last Raider), KBLR
Manuel Rivera, Silvestre Ortiz, Jose Antonio Alvarez

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Big Sky By Day, Golden By Knight, KVVU-TV
Kevin Bolinger, Robbie Hunt

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Nathan Mensah's Return, NBC 7 San Diego
Darnay Tripp

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Let them PLAY!!!!, KUSI-TV
Michael Saucedo

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Home for the Holloways, KLAS-TV
Jon Tritsch

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Positivity Trainer To The Stars, Fox Sports San Diego
**PENDING CHECK**
Mike Pomeranz, Alexandra Duffey Noonan, Michael Griffith

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Dux in Tux Special, Fox Sports San Diego
Aly Lozoff

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
Hope is Back, AT&T SportsNet & Vegas Golden Knights
Gary Lawless, Jeff Chaves, Patrick Ruhlig, Katie Schmeichel

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
2020's Tournament, KLAS-TV
Jon Tritsch

**Sports Story News-News Feature**
The Show Grandmas, Mountain West Network
Jesse Kurtz
Sports Story News-News Feature
A Picture Paints A Thousand Words, CBS News 8
John Howard

Sports Story News-News Feature
Tehachapi senior Garret Alcaraz is lifting weights and spirits, KERO - 23 ABC
Kari Osep

Sports Story News-News Feature
Turning Tragedy Into Triumph, 23ABC
Kari Osep

Sports Story News-News Feature
Izzy's Fight, KMIR News
Veronica Alvarado

Sports - Program
Club Frontera - Ep. 1 The City with No Team, NorthSide Pictures
Chris Cashman

Sports - Program
Spotlight - The Manny Machado Story, San Diego Padres
Erik Meyer, Kevin Dodge, Matthew Thomas, Nicky Patriarca, Randy Wesley, Donald Orsillo, Jacob Santos, Tom Catlin

Sports - Program
The Silver and Black Show, Las Vegas Raiders
Vittorio DeBartolo, Marcus Padilla, Steven Camacho, Brad Phinney,

Sports - Program
Knighted, KTNV
Alex Wiles, Tricia Kean, Kristian Oman, Trenae Williams

Sports - Program
Raiders Find A Home, KLAS TV
PENDING CHECK
Chris Maathuis, Kevaney Martin, Ron Futrell

Sports - Program
Talk of the Nation - Week 17, Las Vegas Raiders
Brad Phinney, Vittorio DeBartolo, Steven Camacho, Marcus Padilla

Sports - Program
Knight Life - Miracle on Ice: Celebrating 40 years, AT&T SportsNet
Mariah Baker, Clay Pahlau, Chris Jones, Wayne Danielson, Mike Gray, Jim Hucks, Zachary Tornabene

Sports - Program
Padres Season Recap - Episode 3, Fox Sports San Diego

**Sports - Program**
Padres POV Episode 2, Fox Sports San Diego

**Sports - Program**
Raiders Pregame Live - Las Vegas Raiders vs. Kansas City Chiefs, KLAS

**Sports - Program**
Speedway Saturday Night, KVVU-TV

**Sports - Program**
Prep Pigskin Report: Unplugged, KUSI-TV

**Sports - Program**
Raiders Gameday - Week 14, Las Vegas Raiders

**Sports - Program**
Raiders Gameday - Week 16, Las Vegas Raiders

**Sports - Program**
On The Air with Sully, Little Tommy, and Russ T Nailz, Loft 100 Studios

**Live Sporting Event/Game-Single Game**
Padres Opening Day, Fox Sports San Diego

**Live Sporting Event/Game-Single Game**
A Night Of Heroes, ATT Sports Net

**Live Sporting Event/Game-Single Game**
The Battle for So-Cal Supremacy, Fox Sports San Diego
PENDING CHECK
Jason Lewis, Zachary Jensen, Mark Grant, Donald Orsillo

Live Sporting Event/Game-Single Game
Raiders Training Camp LIVE, Las Vegas Raiders
Vittorio DeBartolo, Marcus Padilla, Brad Phinney, Steven Camacho

Documentary
JORGE "EL TRAVIESO" ARCE - UNA PROMESA DE VIDA, TM USA PRODUCTIONS - AZTECA AMERICA
MichAEL G. MORA, ALFREDO MARINO, FRANCO NEIRA, ALVARO GONZALEZ, SEBASTIAN MARTINEZ, ELIAS Awad

Documentary
An Irish Story: This Is My Home, Frequency Pictures
Karl Nickoley

Documentary
Meet Me at THE MAP®, Tom Zizzi Media
Thomas Zizzi, Dave Scott

Documentary
Making Lemonade: Our COVID-19 Story, Rosedale
Christopher Francis, Nicole Franco

Documentary
THE 50TH: A SCANDAL. A DYNASTY. AN ELECTION., The San Diego Union-Tribune
Alejandro Tamayo, Beto Alvarez, Samuel Hodgson, John Kelley, Jarrod Valliere, Michelle Gilchrist, Cristina Byvik, Gloria Orbegozo, Merrie Monteagudo

Documentary
Historias por contar, 60 años Canal 12, XEWT 12 Televisa Californias
Miguel Delgado

Documentary
The Showgirl: A Las Vegas Icon, Vegas PBS (KLVX)
Heather Caputo

Documentary
Spotlight-Born into Baseball-The Fernando Tatis Jr. Story, Fox Sports San Diego
PENDING CHECK
Tom Catlin, Jacob Santos

Documentary
National University #My30 Balkis N, National University
Joseph Seaman

Documentary
Cannonball Memorial Run, Sheriff's Employees' Benefit Association
Christopher Lee

**Documentary**
Theatre Corner Backstage: The Old Globe's Grinch, KPBS
Michael Taylor, Wendy Raquel Robinson, Anthony Grimm, Trevor Neuenswander

**Documentary**
A Vegas Lost Special Investigation, KSNV
Maria Thompson, John Treanor

**Documentary**
Expect A Miracle: Finding Light in the Darkness of a Pandemic: The Story of Fraternity House and the AIDS Crisis in San Diego, GrooveKo
Jonathan Hammond

**Documentary**
Spotlight - The Chris Paddack Story, San Diego Padres
Erik Meyer, Kevin Dodge, Randy Wesley, Donald Orsillo, Tom Catlin, Matthew Thomas, Jacob Santos, Nicole Patriarca

**Documentary**
CoronaVegas, Digisphere Productions
Michael Tushaus, Maximus Kehayov, Ches Owen

**Documentary**
Pointing From the Grave, Journey To Justice TV
Suzanne Bartole, Pete Carrillo

**Documentary**
Down to Earth, Reteti Elephants, NBC 7 San Diego
Todd Strain, Dagmar Midcap

**Interview Discussion**
Vegas Film Critic - Sundance 2020, Vegas Film Critic/KCLV-TV
Jeff Howard

**Interview Discussion**
Vegas Film Critic - Sound of Metal, Vegas Film Critic/KCLV-TV
Jeff Howard

**Interview Discussion**
San Diego Mayoral Debate Special, NBC 7 San Diego

**NOT PAID**
Danny Freeman, Conor Lawrence Volk, Min Joo Irene Byon, Priya Sridhar, Catherine Garcia, Ish Estrada, Ruston Grau, Garrett Ng
Interview Discussion
On The Air with Sully, Little Tommy, and Russ T Nailz, Loft 100 Studios
Jarred Coleman, Tommy Sablan, Robert Sullivan, Curtiss Matovich, Russell Stolnack, Michael Larson, Mary Burt-Godwin,

Interview Discussion
ENTREVISTAS DESDE NEVADA, KINC
Emilia Bazan

Interview Discussion
Dulé Hill and Daniel J. Watts, KPBS
Michael Taylor, Trevor Neuenswander, Anthony Grimm, Michael Goyette, Wendy Raquel Robinson, Kevin Waczek

Interview Discussion
DEA Agent Exposes Huge CIA Cover Up, Journey To Justice Television
NOT PAID
Pete Carrillo, Suzanne Bartole

Interview Discussion
Las Vegas Principal Shares Near Death COVID-19 Experience, KLAS Channel 8
Cristen Drummond

Interview Discussion
Race Relations Town Hall, KBAK/KBFX-TV
Jeffrey Platt, Tyrah Majors

Interview Discussion
Machete Mayhem at Whitefence, Journey To Justice Television
Suzanne Bartole, Pete Carrillo

Informational/Instructional - (Short Form/Long Form)
Rise and Fall of the Mountains, De Facto Fiction Films/ Mission Trails Regional Park Foundation
Paul Alexander Juutilainen, Jennifer Morrissey

Informational/Instructional - (Short Form/Long Form)
Vegas PBS STEAM Camp, VegasPBS
Jeremy Helal, Jessica Russell

Informational/Instructional - (Short Form/Long Form)
The Old Las Vegas Mormon Fort, Montgomery Media Productions
Clint Montgomery, Carson Fehner

Informational/Instructional - (Short Form/Long Form)
Mike Everett’s Extreme Weather Special, NBC Palm Prings
Aitor Francisco Lozano Vias, Mike Everett

Informational/Instructional - (Short Form/Long Form)
DESDE NEVADA TE INFORMAMOS, ASCEND MEDIA
Emilia Bazan, Julio Abarca

Informational/Instructional - (Short Form/Long Form)
Boys Toys - Toys Down Under, Edge And Elegance Entertainment
Amber Wyatt, Andrew Reid, Karl Van Moorsel, Justin Heitman,

Informational/Instructional - (Short Form/Long Form)
Almas en Pena, KBLR
Marialcy Carreno, Johali Carmona, Pedro Negron, Alejandro Condis, Andy Quinones

Informational/Instructional - (Short Form/Long Form)
Caucus 101: Nevada, KLAS-TV
PENDING CHECK
Ian Russell, Brian Loftus, Steve Sebelius, Vanessa Murphy

Magazine Program
United Plates Of America, Abode Entertainment
Benjamin Freidin, Gary Takle

Magazine Program
Global Passport: Cambodia, AWE TV
Christina Cindrich

Magazine Program
United Plates Of America, Abode Entertainment
Benjamin Freidin, Gary Takle

Magazine Program
Lifestyles San Diego, Ignite Now Media
Paul Baker

Magazine Program
Ken Kramer's About San Diego - Episode # 81, KPBS
Suzanne Bartole, Ken Kramer

Magazine Program
Destination California: A Twist on Travel During a Pandemic, Fox 5 San Diego
Kelly Biele, Sara Warner, Heather Lake

Magazine Program
A COACHELLA VALLEY COVID CHRISTMAS, NBC Palm Springs
Taylor Martinez

Magazine Program
Global Passport: Finland, AWE TV
Christina Cindrich
Magazine Program
Front Row Center, Musical Theater University
David Green, Nicholas Cox, Randy Hansen, Michelle Ditto

Magazine Program
THROWBACK TO HAPPIER DAYS, CBS News 8
NOT PAID
Marcella Lee, Jen Lothspeich, Barb Nielsen

Magazine Program
United Plates Of America, Abode Entertaintment
Benjamin Freidin, Gary Takle

Magazine Program
Global Passport: Morocco, AWE TV
Christina Cindrich

Magazine Program
Vicarious Escapes - Mt Mulligan, Edge And Elegance Entertainment
Amber Wyatt, Andrew Reid, Justin Heitman

Magazine Program
Vicarious Escapes - Gold Coast, Edge And Elegance Entertainment
Amber Wyatt, Andrew Reid, Justin Heitman

Magazine Program
Studio 17 Live! Episode 86, KGET-TV 17
Norma Hernandez

Public Affairs Program
KPBS News Special: COVID-19 in San Diego, KPBS
NOT PAID
Bennett Lacy, Roland Lizarondo, Maya Trabulsi, Christopher Maue, Zack White

Public Affairs Program
MINUTOS CON METRO, KBLR
Leticia Castro, Johali Carmona

Public Affairs Program
Politically Speaking - The 2020 Presidential Election, NBC 7 San Diego
Danny Freeman, Mark Leimbach

Public Affairs Program
Politically Speaking - The California Primary, NBC 7 San Diego
Danny Freeman, MaryEllen Eagelston

Public Affairs Program
Historias Sin Techo, KBLR
Luis Alejandro Rivera Paredes, Imariel Moreno Arellano, Cinthia Maldonado, Alejandro Condis, Paulo Alvarado, Eric Jimenez, Andy Quinones, Adriel Henriquez, JOEL ROMO, Silvestre Ortiz

Public Affairs Program
HISTORIAS E INFORMACIÃN POSITIVA DURANTE LA PANDEMIA GLOBAL, ASCEND MEDIA
Emilia Bazan, Julio Abarca

Public Affairs Program
Nevada Week: Downtown Las Vegas Revitalization, Vegas PBS (KLVX)
Kipp Ortenburger, Valarie Peritz

Public Affairs Program
Vegas Valley H2O, Las Vegas Valley Water District
Jon Castagnino

Public Affairs Program
#Vegas Strong: Connecting During COVID-19, Vegas PBS
Kathy Topp, Mitch Truswell, Adam McCarthy

Special Events Coverage
74th annual Mother Goose Parade goes virtual, KGTW ABC 10News
Mark Saunders, Mario Sevilla, Jermaine Ong, Zachary Self,

Special Events Coverage
Hope, Humor & the Healing Power of Music, FOX 5 San Diego
NOT PAID
Ruby Chen, Kathleen Bade, Rafael Morales, Alejandro Guajardo, Raoul Martinez, Jose Diaz

Special Events Coverage
Countdown to 2021: Las Vegas, KLAS-TV
PENDING CHECK
Ian Russell, Tim Foley, Eric Aegerter, Troy Christensen, Brian Loftus, Kirsten Joyce, Josh Palefsky

Special Events Coverage
Racial Injustice Show, Fox Sports San Diego
PENDING CHECK
Sean Lyon, Mike Pomeranz, Anthony Gwynn Jr

Special Events Coverage
Desocupar Los Albergues, KBLR
Martha Saldana, Johali Carmona, Gloria Flores, Pedro Negron, Adriel Henriquez, Jorge Ramirez, Marialcy Carreno, JOEL ROMO

Special Events Coverage
Summerlin Council Presents: Patriotic Parade (Virtual Edition), E11even Media
Omar Gomez, Anissa Christal, Michael Tushaus, Traci Giesea, Lezlie Barnson-DeNardin, Troy Gallo, Mercedes Martinez, Brian Loftus, Sherry Swensk, JC Fernandez
Special Events Coverage
La Fiesta Pequena- Una Celebración Especial, KEYT Television
**NOT PAID**
Jeff Martin, Leo McVicker, David Bolton

Special Events Coverage
Emmy Awards 2020 Program, NBC 7 San Diego
MaryEllen Eagelston, Donn Johnson, Maria Villanueva, Kristen Castillo, Michael Towe, DJ Summitt

Branded Content - Short Form
San Diego Seals Game Open Video, San Diego Seals
Mike Grace, Luigi Rizzo

Branded Content - Short Form
Road Trippin': Tranquility On The Summer Slopes, KSNV
**NOT PAID**
Heather Mills, Robert Noble

Branded Content - Short Form
Remembering Our Organ and Tissue Donors for DÃ-a de los Muertos, Lifesharing
Anne State, Lisa Stocks

Branded Content - Short Form
City Partnerships, Garden Grove TV3
Jeffrey Davis, Marie L Moran, Allison Ash-Burke

Branded Content - Short Form
KTNV: Public Service Announcement Composite, KTNV-TV, E.W. Scripps
Larry Watzman, Jenny Dolph, Darko Nikolich, Ramiro Cabrera, Ernesto Morales

Branded Content - Short Form
Artisan San Diego: Three Frogs Beer Company, M2 Video Productions Inc..
Michael Towe
Toni Towe

Branded Content - Short Form
Road Trippin': Escaping In Nature During A Pandemic, KSNV
**NOT PAID**
Heather Mills, Robert Noble

Branded Content - Short Form
Sheltering Love, KOCT/San Diego Humane Society
Jenna Dawsey, Bree Steffen
Branded Content - Short Form
Vegas Changes Everything, Frequency Pictures
Karl Nickoley, Michael Tushaus, Grant Schlichtman

Branded Content - Short Form
We Skate For You, Vegas Golden Knights
Patrick Ruhlig, Ayron Sequeira, Jeff Chaves, Katie Schmeichel

Branded Content - Short Form
Getaway to Omni Rancho Las Palmas, NBC 7 San Diego
PENDING CHECK
Andy Larson, Amber Pfister, Honora De Marzo, Kerrie Briggs

Branded Content - Short Form
Challenged Athletes Foundation: Celebration of Abilities, Loft 100 Studios
Robert Sullivan, Jarred Coleman, Curtiss Matovich, Michael Larson, Mary Burt-Godwin, Bob Babbitt, Kristine Entwistle, Laura Wolf Stein

Branded Content - Short Form
Health Care Innovation Back to California - VEBA, VEBA FILMS
MIHCAEL G. MORA

Branded Content - Short Form
Did You Know? - "Silent No More", Digital OutPost
Julie Goodrich, Dane Wygal, Michael Barnes, Mark Maisonneuve

Branded Content - Short Form
Did You Know? - "Human Trafficking", Digital OutPost
Dane Wygal, Julie Goodrich, Michael Barnes, Mark Maisonneuve

Public Service Announcement
I Am You, Sheriff's Employees' Benefit Association
Christopher Lee, Lolita Harper

Public Service Announcement
REACH VIDEO BY POLLO ACEVES, INDEPENDENT PRODUCER
Luis Francisco Aceves Zaragoza

Public Service Announcement
Health Care Innovation Back to California, VEBA FILMS
MICHAEL G. MORA

Public Service Announcement
They Need You, Raindrop
Jacques Spitzer, Jennifer Huffman, Yasmina Shirazi, Nick Geddis, Lauren Eschborn

Public Service Announcement
Public Service Announcement
#VotaConmigo, KABE-CD
Claudia Prado, Ronald Estrada

Public Service Announcement
Make-A-Wish Smile Granted, Kimberly King Media
Kimberly King, Michael Wunderle, Shanna Schwarze

Public Service Announcement
Everyday Heroes, San Diego Metropolitan Transit System
Sharon Cooney, Marcial Gutierrez

Public Service Announcement
Vegas Chamber Overview, Frequency Pictures
Karl Nickoley

Public Service Announcement
Telemundo Las Vegas "Protégete" PSA, KBLR
Gloria L. Flores, Adriel Henriquez

Public Service Announcement
Está en tus manos., Entravision Communications
Oscar Campos, Julio Abarca, Alexander Zapata, Emilia Bazan

Public Service Announcement
Easter Sunday, KVVU FOX5
Allison Perry

Public Service Announcement
Don't Rush to Flush, Indie Film Factory, LLC
Kelly Schwarze, Charisma Manulat

Public Service Announcement
CrimeSonics | San Luis Obispo | PSA [Producers], CrimeSonics
Dan Brown Jr, Beth Brown, Daniel Brown

Public Service Announcement
Vegas Chamber Reopening PSA, Frequency Pictures
Karl Nickoley

Public Service Announcement
Juntos - Domestic Violence, Entravision Communications
Rosangela Payan Arciniega, Angel Castellanos
Public Service Announcement
Stay PAW-sitive, CBS News 8
Casey Nakamura, Jennifer Milkowski

Public Service Announcement
Censo 2020, KABE-CD
Claudia Prado, Ronald Estrada

Public Service Announcement
Pollo Aceves Campaña Vamos por 100 para REACH, INDEPENDENT PRODUCER
Luis Francisco Aceves Zaragoza

Public Service Announcement
Garden Grove Asks You to Drive Sober and Save Lives, Garden Grove TV3
Jeffrey Davis, Marie L Moran

Promotion - News Promotion - Topical (Single Spot)
Noticiero Telemundo Las Vegas "Decision 2020", KBLR
Gloria L. Flores, Adriel Henriquez

Promotion - News Promotion - Topical (Single Spot)
Noticiero Telemundo Las Vegas "1 Oct" Anniversary Special, KBLR
Gloria L. Flores, Adriel Henriquez, JOEL ROMO

Promotion - News Promotion - Topical (Single Spot)
Special Report, TELEMUNDO PALM SPRINGS
Gustavo Ibarra, Eliana Lopez, Mayra Perez

Promotion - News Promotion - Topical (Single Spot)
VGK Gold Course, KVVU
Hannah Utecht, Kevin Bolinger, Robbie Hunt

Promotion - News Promotion - Topical (Single Spot)
Inside a COVID-19 Vaccine Trial, KVVU
Hannah Utecht

Promotion - News Promotion - Topical (Single Spot)
Better Together, A News 8 Special, News 8/KFMB
Olivia Pullinger

Promotion - News Promotion - Topical (Single Spot)
Noticiero Telemundo Las Vegas "Coronavirus" Edición Especial, KBLR
Gloria L. Flores, Adriel Henriquez

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)
KTNV: Monsoon Season (First Alert Weather), KTNV-TV, E.W. Scripps
Larry Watzman, Jenny Dolph, Darko Nikolich, Ramiro Cabrera, Ernesto Morales

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)
2020 INOLVIDABLE - 2021 CUENTA CON NOSOTROS, Telemundo 20
PENDING CHECK
Paulina Castro, Antonio Ortoll

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)
It's all about You, CBS News 8
Donna Dube

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)
Noticiero Telemundo Las Vegas 12PM Newscast Launch, KBLR
Gloria L. Flores, Adriel Henriquez, JOEL ROMO

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)
Jason On A TV, KVVU Fox 5
Gene A. Sugano, Hannah Utech

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)
Ten, KFMB-TV
Brian Thole

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)
The YOU in Coverage You Count On., NBC 7 San Diego
PENDING CHECK
Kathryn Reid, Tara Jelnicki, Erik Naso

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)
KTNV: Kalyna Coffee (Good Morning Las Vegas), KTNV-TV, E.W. Scripps
Larry Watzman, Jenny Dolph, Darko Nikolich, Ramiro Cabrera, Ernesto Morales

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)
Leading The Way With Stories That Matter to You, KSNV
Collette Garber

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)
Are You Ready?, CBS News 8
Donna Dube, Kenny McGregor, Casey Nakamura

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)
An Unthinkable Year in Review, KSNV
Collette Garber

Promotion - News Promotion-Image (Single Spot)
Promotion - News Promotion - Campaign
Every Story, Your Story - Evening Image Campaign, News 8/KFMB
NOT PAID
Olivia Pullinger

Promotion - News Promotion - Campaign
Telemundo Las Vegas 2020 Holiday Campaign, KBLR
Gloria L. Flores, JOEL ROMO, Adriel Henriquez

Promotion - News Promotion - Campaign
Nurses Week, CBS News 8
Donna Dube

Promotion - News Promotion - Campaign
KGTV TEAM BEHIND THE SCENES DURING THE PANDEMIC, KGTV 10 News
MICHAEL G. MORA

Promotion - News Promotion - Campaign
We are Live! - FOX5 News Live In Las Vegas, KVVU
NOT PAID
Sergio A. Rodriguez, Ray Arzate, Rich Scallan

Promotion - News Promotion - Campaign
Persevere, KFMB-TV
Brian Thole

Promotion - News Promotion - Campaign
KTNV: Real Weather, Real People Campaign (First Alert Weather), KTNV-TV, E.W. Scripps
Larry Watzman, Jenny Dolph, Darko Nikolich, Ramiro Cabrera, Ernesto Morales

Promotion - News Promotion - Campaign
KTNV: Good Morning Las Vegas Music & Team Campaign, KTNV-TV, E.W. Scripps
Jenny Dolph, Larry Watzman, Darko Nikolich, Ramiro Cabrera, Ernesto Morales

Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)
Cooking With Styles, KFMB-TV
Brian Thole

Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)
DESDE NEVADA PROMO, ASCEND MEDIA
Emilia Bazan, Julio Abarca

Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)
San Diego Holiday Heroes, Fox Sports San Diego  
PENDING CHECK  
Danielle Norman

**Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)**  
More Than A Game, Fox Sports San Diego  
PENDING CHECK  
Danielle Norman

**Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)**  
The Time is Now, NBC 7 San Diego  
PENDING CHECK  
Kathryn Reid, Tara Jelnicki, Erik Naso

**Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)**  
2020, CBS News 8  
Donna M Dube

**Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)**  
All or Nothing - Stanley Cup Playoffs, AT&T Sports Networks  
Ben Huelsing

**Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)**  
In Primetime at Allegiant Stadium, It's Finally Showtime, Las Vegas Raiders  
Marcus Padilla, Brad Phinney, Connor Young

**Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)**  
Telemundo Las Vegas "Gracias", KBLR  
Gloria L. Flores, JOEL ROMO, Adriel Henriquez

**Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)**  
Introducing The Las Vegas Raiders, Las Vegas Raiders  
Brad Phinney, Marcus Padilla, Steven Camacho

**Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)**  
Believe, KFMB-TV  
Brian Thole

**Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)**  
Vegas Lost a Special Investigation, KSNV  
Collette Garber

**Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)**  
Televisa Californias Navidad 2020, XEWTV 12 Televisa Californias  
Miguel Delgado

**Promotion - Image Promotion (Single Spot)**
Welcome to "Slam-Diego", Fox Sports San Diego

**Promotion - Promotional Campaign**
LEVANTA TU MANO Y HAZTE CONTAR, Telemundo 20

**Promotion - Promotional Campaign**
Paulina Castro, Antonio Ortoll, Marcos Esborronda, Andy Larson, Sergio Salinas

**Promotion - Promotional Campaign**
Grand Canyon West Reopening, Frequency Pictures
Karl Nickoley

**Promotion - Promotional Campaign**
Go Aztecs!, CBS News 8
Donna Dube

**Promotion - Promotional Campaign**
Padres Gladiators, Fox Sports San Diego
Pending Check
Danielle Norman

**Promotion - Promotional Campaign**
FOX5: Stay Safe 4 NV, KVVU-TV
Ray Arzate

**Promotion - Promotion Trailer**
Historias por contar, promocional 60 aniversario, XEWT 12 Televisa Californias
Miguel Delgado

**Promotion - Promotion Trailer**
Hometown Spotlight: Manny Machado, Fox Sports San Diego
Pending Check
Danielle Norman

**Promotion - Promotion Trailer**
NBC 7 Sex Trafficking Docuseries Trailer, NBC 7 San Diego
Pending Check
Kathryn Reid, Tara Jelnicki, Andy Larson, Monica Dean, Tom Jones, ELROY SPATCHER

**Promotion - Promotion Trailer**
Festivals, Creative Heights Entertainment
Jaswant Dev Shrestha

**Commercial - Single Spot**
Valley Bank of Nevada, KVVU Fox 5
Gene A. Sugano, Levy Lemus, Julie Goe, James York
Commercial - Single Spot
Welcome Back to Wonder, NBC 7 San Diego
PENDING CHECK
Andy Larson, Sergio Salinas, Honora De Marzo, Kerrie Briggs, Amber Pfister

Commercial - Single Spot
The New Future - I-10 Toyota, 423 Media
Isning Gamez

Commercial - Single Spot
Sea to Table Freshness, Raindrop
Gabi Schwartz, Jacques Spitzer, Kris Hanson, Jill Winkler, Shayne Cole

Commercial - Single Spot
Escape to SD Mission Bay Resort, NBC 7 San Diego
Pending Check
Andy Larson, Sergio Salinas, Jeff Krapf, Honora De Marzo, Kerrie Briggs

Commercial - Single Spot
ADUÉÑATE DE LA LUZ – HES Solar, Telemundo 20
Pending Check
Paulina Castro, Marcos Esborronda, Antonio Ortoll

Commercial - Single Spot
National University "Home" :30 Spot, National University
Joseph Seaman

Commercial - Single Spot
I-10 Toyota - 2020 Spanish Branding, 423 Media
Isning Gamez

Commercial - Single Spot
SKELETONS - HALO DIAGNOSTICS, Isning Gamez
Isning Gamez

Commercial - Single Spot
Science Facing the Challenge, Scripps Research
Matthew O’Connor, Virginia Chambers

Commercial - Single Spot
Comfordy Comfort Air, 423 Media
Isning Gamez

Commercial - Single Spot
No on Measure L, Kimberly King Media
Kimberly King, Shanna Schwarze, Michael Wunderle
Commercial - Single Spot
Comfort Air Weathercaster, Asher & Asher Consulting
Isning Gamez

Commercial - Single Spot
What's My Business - Comfort Air, Asher & Asher Consulting
Isning Gamez

Commercial - Single Spot
UCI Health - Journey, AMB Publicity Inc.
Andre Marcel, PJ Haarsma, Drew Lewis

Commercial - Single Spot
Lindo Michoacán, KBLR
JOEL ROMO, Adriel Henríquez

Commercial - Campaign
El Paseo Jewelers - 2020 TV Campaign, 423 Media
Isning Gamez

Commercial - Campaign
National University "Home" Campaign, National University
Joseph Seaman

Commercial - Campaign
Arvanitis Law Group, NBC PALM SPRINGS
FERNANDO ACEVEDO, JOSIE HUERTA

Commercial - Campaign
Johnny Legends Complaint Manager, KVVU Fox 5
Gene A. Sugano, Levy Lemus

Commercial - Campaign
Color Your Soul, From the Ground Up!, Storyville RD
NOT PAID
CHRISTINE MADDELA, Ray Arzate, Jessica Velazquez, CHRISTOPHER GOSS

Commercial - Campaign
Create What You Crave, Raindrop
Jessica Crotts, Jacques Spitzer, Jennifer Huffman, Kris Hanson, Nicole Bushnell, Arūnas Astramskas,
Andrew Ruiz, Ryan Hicks

Commercial - Campaign
Esta En Tus Manos Campaign, KBLR
JOEL ROMO, Gloria L. Flores, Adriel Henriquez